
To Whom It May Concern. 
 
 
I have known Y* for a short period of time, four months only. I started my work 

at N* International School in August 20... Y* immediately impressed me with her 
amazing personality, independency, communicative skills and very strong position in 
Art.  

 
She is a very determined student. She sets clear goals whether it is developing 

particular skills, experimenting with new media or rendering a high quality piece of 
art. Then she works persistently in order to achieve the desired result.  

 
She always uses her class time efficiently and I always watch her being on self-

arranged task. She does not need to be directed but just advised. And she is always 
responsive to advice. Should it be a new artists to get know and analysis of their 
artworks, or new methods in developing personal ideas Y* will never resist to follow 
the advice, to explore, to try, to experiment and, finally, to make own conclusion. 
And at this point she will express a strong and grounded opinion and reasoned 
arguments. 

 
I would like to describe such decisive personality of Y* using one example. One 

day I suggested that she tried to paint with oil paint on a large size canvas. Y* had 
never used oil paint and never worked on such big size canvas before. It was a 
challenging task for her and I realized the real difficulties she experienced only 
during the process while witnessing her ‘fight’ with the size and medium. She started 
to work on the ‘Flower’ theme with familiar acrylic and gouache sketches and color 
experiments of a size not bigger than 10x15cm. However, she bravely approached the 
suggested 50x70cm canvas and started to paint. Even the color choice was not usual. 
Violet, raw umber, and green color combination differed much from mostly warm 
palette and delicate manner of drafts in her Workbook. Additionally, she used a 
spatula applying thick strokes and having bold expressiveness which contrasted Y*’s 
gentle approach to the theme and her personal style. 

It was long and exhausting work for her. However, she did not quit. She 
continued to look for better way of expression, to balance colors and composition and 
to add vividness to the painting. While painting this piece she also produces number 
of smaller size pieces of the same theme but in different colors and with different 
expression. As the result she not only became more confident using the medium but 
produced an interesting artwork in abstract expressionism style. 

 
I am happy to recommend this student who has not only strong character but 

also very cheerful and pleasant personality; who genuinely loves art and researching 
artists and style; exploring and learning new methods and techniques, the young 
independent artist who irradiates enthusiasm and passion to art. 

 
 
 
Ganna Yaroshenko 
Visual Arts Teacher 


